Student Newsletter Issue #6 July 2016

Quote of the Month
"The Difference between ORDINARY and EXTRAORDINARY is that little EXTRA"
#Jimmy Johnson

Student of the Month (Morning Class):
ELICOS [ Pre-Intermediate ]
Rosa Mercedes Campo Cuello

“Her attendance is fine, she has made a great progress on her English language skill within 2 months.”
- Mary Manlangit (Teacher)

Student of the Month (Evening Class):
ELICOS [ Pre-Intermediate ]
Wisarut Kamprasit (Tony)

“When Tony joined the evening class, he was very shy in interacting with his peers. Now that his English language ability has grown, I see that he is more outgoing and happy to be engaged in discussions with the class.”
- Adeline Yan (Teacher)

Stay Connected!  VCOD - Victory Institute
Keep up to date on our courses and share with your friends to show them what they could do!
vera@victory.nsw.edu.au
Send your artworks and ideas about us!
I want to take out the best version of Student and Be able to get their dreamjobs and keep it!

Sorin Blaga
Diploma of Business Trainer
The author of
Corporate Social Responsibility from a Romanian Perspective

Education:
Master in Business Management in UTS (2012)
Doctor of Philosophy in Business Management - PhD (2012-present)

I worked as a Hospitality and Business Management Lecturer in Carrick Institute
of Education for 6 years.
I did writing up and publish article about “Balancing Work and Student Life”.
A scholar commited to management practices, social justice, ethics and environmentalist.

I'm curious and love finding out about foreign cultures and countries.
Ask me anything.
I love having a chat and a good laugh!

Anne-Lucie Fernandez
Elementary Teacher
Polylingual - Spanish, French, English, Italian

Education: Master’s degree in translation (2005)
Master’s degree in legal translation (2008)

I worked as a PA in International Companies in Paris
I translated and proofread video games, books, encyclopedia, and science related.
How and when to lodge your tax return?

You can lodge your tax return:
1. online - this is the easiest and quickest way to lodge
2. by completing a paper tax return form
3. through a registered tax agent; find your registered tax agent!

The Australian income year ends on 30 June. You have from 1 July to 31 October
to lodge your tax return for the previous income year.
If you use a registered tax agent to prepare and lodge your tax return,
you may be able to lodge later than 31 October. Contact a tax agent before 31 October to arrange this.


---

**TIPS AND INFO!**

**Student’s Excursion!**

**BONDI BEACH**
19 July 2016
from VICTORY INSTITUTE

How to get there?
- Train 37 min
- Bus 49 min

Who to contact?
Teacher in your class

Starting price
FREE (Only Transport fee)

What to bring?
- Thick Winter Coat
- Your own snacks & drink
- Selfie cameras!
- Comfy shoes for a long walk

---

**How to stay healthy this winter**

1. Get hydrated
2. Rinse your nose
3. Go toward the lights
4. Slip Zinc into your yogurt
5. Chill, don’t be stressed out
6. Don’t forget to moisturize your feet
7. Get your flu shots and vaccinated
8. Keep moving, warm up and exercise
9. Fill up on Fiber, reduce inflammations

Source: http://www.parents.com/parenting/better-parenting/advice/your-guide-to-staying-healthy-this-winter/?slide6=46736

---

**What’s on Sydney July!**

❤ Bondi Winter Magic (19 July - 31 July 2016)
   Where? Bondi beach
   History walk, Music and Art on the streets

❤ Camels on the Beach (19 June - 30 July 2016)
   Where? Bondi beach
   Tickets: $25
   Purchase tickets at the beach on the day
   10 AM - 5 PM

❤ The Rock Aroma Festival
   Sunday, 24 July 2016
   Tickets: FREE
   10 AM - 5 PM

---

**STUDENT’S RESPONSIBILITIES**

- Keep the bathroom clean
- Clean & tidy up your rubbish
- Please do not leave it on the table & floor
- Speak English at all times
- Come to class, if you can’t come, call your teacher!
- Have fun!
  Remember!
  If you are laughing, you are learning!

---

**Feed back**

We’d love to hear comment or feedback from you to improve this newsletter!
Please let us know via info@victory.nsw.edu.au